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 The Epilogue, containing a brief biography of the author of this

 work, Ni'mat Allih the llusayni Sayyid of al-Jazi'ir.46 [302]

 May God grant you long life, know that the year in which this wretched

 author was born was one thousand and fifty,47 and that the year in which I am
 writing this book is one thousand and eighty nine. Thirty-nine years have
 passed from my short life, but just look at the calamities and misfortunes which
 have befallen me!

 In brief, when five years had passed from the time of my birth, I used to
 spend my time engrossed in the games and amusements in which children
 usually partake. I was sitting with a friend of mine playing some children's
 game, when my father, may he rest in peace, came and said to me, "My dear

 son,48 come with me to the schoolmaster and learn to write, so that you may
 attain the ranks of the learned." I cried upon hearing his words and said that this

 wish of his would never come true.49 He replied, "We will bring your friend
 with us so that he may study under the schoolmaster along with you."

 He took us to the school50 and had us sit down inside. Then my friend
 and I read the letters of the alphabet. The next day, I went to my mother and told
 her that I did not want to go to school; [303] I wanted to play with the other
 boys instead. She spoke to my father, but he did not accept her suggestion, and
 I lost all hope that he would change his mind. I decided that I had to expend all
 my strength and effort in order to finish my schooling as soon as possible. It
 was not long before I had finished memorizing the Koran and read many odes and
 other poems. At that time I was five years and six months old.

 46 An earlier version of this translation was awarded first prize in the American
 Association of Teachers of Arabic translation contest, 1987.

 47 1050 A. H. corresponds to 1640 A.D. In the colophon of al-Anwdr, included
 at the end of this section, the author records that he completed the work on
 Ramad.n 22, 1089/November 6, 1678.

 48 The diminutive may be used, as in this casc, to express endearnent (ta'ziz).
 See W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language, 3rd ed., 2 vols. (Cambridge:
 Cambridge University Press, 1981), 1: 166.

 49 hddha shay'un la yakiun in the original text, literally, "this is something
 which will never be."

 50 maktab in the original text. The maktab is a school or small teaching circle,
 often held in the teacher's house, where local children memorize the Koran and
 often some poetry as well, and leam to write. See George Makdisi, The Rise of
 Colleges: Institutions of Learning in Islam and the West (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
 University Press, 1981), 19.
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 When I had finished reading the Koran, I went back to my mother and
 asked her if I could go and play with the other boys now, but my father, may
 God have mercy on his soul, came and said to me, "Son, take the book The
 Examples5l and come with me to a man who will teach it to you." Upon
 hearing this, I cried again. My father came close to insulting me. He took me
 to a man who was blind but had perfect knowledge of al-Busrawi's Examples52

 and some of al-ZanjAni's work.53 This man taught me, and I guided him with a
 staff and did chores for him. Indeed, I did more than enough chores for the
 amount he taught me.

 When I had read al-Busrawi's Examples and was ready to start reading al-

 Zanjani, I went to study with another teacher, a Sayyid54 relative of ours, who
 knew al-Zanjani's work and The Sufficient Treatise55 very well. He would

 51 al-Amthilah in the text.

 52 Al-laza'iri gives the title as al-Amthilah al-Busrawiyyah but this is probably
 the book recorded by Brockelmann as al-Qawa'id al-Bosrawiyyah fi al-nahw
 (Busrawi's Rules on Syniax). It is extant in manuscript, and is evidently an
 elementary textbook in Arabic syntax (nahw). The dates of the author, Shams al-
 Din al-Busrawi, a native of the town of Busra in Syria, are not known, but a
 commentary on this work dates from before 950. HIji Khalifah states that it is a
 short work on syntax, like al-Kdfiyah. See Kashf al-zunun, 7 vols., ed. Gustave
 Flilgel (Leipzig: Oriental Translation Fund of Great Britain and Ireland, 1835-58),
 4: 573; Carl Brockelmann, Geshichte der arabischen Litteratur, 2 vols. (G), 3
 supp. vols. (S) (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1937-49), SII: 925.

 53 This is Kitab tasrif al-Zanjdni, (Al-Zanjani's Book on Morphology). The
 author is the seventh/thirteenth-century scholar 'Izz al-Din Abii al-Fada'il 'Abd al-
 Wahhab ibn Ibrahim al-Zanjani, who wrote the Kitab al-tasrif in Baghdad in
 655/1257. With the commentary of al-Taftazani (d. 791/1390), this work is still
 used in the Shi'i centers of learning in Najaf and Qum. Brockelmann, Geschichte,
 GI: 283; SI: 497; Michael M. J. Fischer, Iran from Religious Dispute to
 Revolution (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1980), 247.

 54 A descendant of the Prophet Muhammad. The author, as his nisbah al-
 Husayni indicates, is descended from Husayn, the Prophet's grandson, and the third
 Imam of the Twelver Shi'is. Ni'mat AIIh gives his full genealogy in al-Anwdr al-
 nu 'mdniyyah (4: 380-81), and it goes back to Musa al-Kazim, the seventh Imam.
 It appears that the nisbah al-Husayni was used to distinguish descendants of
 Husayn's line from those of Hasan, rather than to indicate the last Imam included
 in the genealogy. Among the Shi'is, and especially in Iran, Sayyids are accorded
 enormous respect and are granted special privileges, including the right to wear
 black turbans instead of white, and the right to accept alms and then distribute
 them to the poor as they see fit.

 55 Al-Kafiyah. This is a well-known work on Arabic syntax. Its author, Jamal
 al-Din Abu 'Amr 'Uthman ibn Abuz Bakr, known as lbn al-Hajib, was a native
 Egyptian who died in 646/1249 in Alexandria. Al-Kdfiyah, along with its
 companion volume on morphology, al-Shalfiyah, mentioned in the text below, has
 been widely used in Arab and Muslim countries, as the large number of extant
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 The Humor of the Scholars 57

 take me to his plot of land every day during the time I studied with him, give me
 a scythe, and say, "Boy, cut this hay for our animals." I would cut the hay
 while he sat and read the paradigms of sound, weak, and assimilated verbs to

 me.56 When I finished, I would bind the grass into a large bundle and carry it
 on my head to his house. He used to Lell me not to inform my family about all
 the work he made me do. After the hay season came the silk-worm season, and
 every day I would carry a load of mulberry wood for him on my head, so that
 eventually, I got a bald spot. My father asked me, "What's the matter with your
 head?" I said I didn't know. He treated me until the hair on my head returned to
 its normal state.

 When I had finished reading al-Zanj;Ani and was ready to start reading
 The Sufficient Treatise, I went to a village called Karin57--we lived in al-S

 abbaghiyyah in Shatt al-Madak.58 There, I studied with a learned man and
 lodged in his house. One day I was in the mosque, and a man entered, dressed in
 white and wearing a turban so large that it looked like a small dome. He meant
 to give everyone the impression that he was a great scholar, but when I went up
 to him and asked him about a certain verb form, he was unable to answer and
 simply stammered. I asked him, "If you don't know that form, how did you put
 that enormous turban on your head?" Everyone laughed, and he left forthwith.
 [304] This was what spurred me to memorize the paradigms of morphology
 and the rules of syntax. I ask God's forgiveness for asking that believer such a
 question, but I thank Him that this took place before I reached maturity and
 assumed the responsibilities of an adult Muslim. I stayed there several months,

 commentaries indicates. Both have been printed in many editions. See
 Brockelmann, Geschichte, SI: 531-37.

 56 This would be from Kitab tasrif al-Zanjdni.

 57 This village has the same name as the well-known river which lies to the
 east of the Tigris and Euphrates valley. As with many of the other small villages
 in al-Jaza'ir which Ni'mat Allah mentions, it was not possible to locate Karfun
 exactly.

 58 Shatt usually means a river bank, but it seems that al-Jaza'iri uses the term
 here to mean the larger region or area in which his village is situated. Elsewhere
 in the text, shatt is used as a synonym for village (qaryah): "then I left for a
 village (qaryah) called Shatt Bani Asad." [p. 304] It appears that Shatt was also
 used in this region to denote a river or canal itself, as with the well-known Shat
 al- 'Arab.
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 then left for a village called Nahr 'Antar59 because I heard that my virtuous and

 pious brother, the late Sayyid Najm al-Din,60 was studying with a scholar there.

 When I reached Nahr 'Antar I found my brother about to leave the
 scholar's house to go home. I returned with him to al-Sabbaghiyyah, then left

 for a village called Shatt Bani Asad6' to study with a scholar who lived there. I
 stayed there a long while, then returned to our village once again. My brother,
 who was older than myself, left to study in al-Huwayzah, so I told my father that
 I wanted to travel to al-Huwayzah in order to be with Najm al-Din and continue
 my education. He took me to Shatt Sahab, where we embarked on a boat and
 followed a narrow passage hedged in by cane on both sides. There was barely
 room enough for the boat to pass. It was very hot then, and mosquitoes as big
 as wasps swarmed around us from out of the cane, stinging us and causing welts
 to appear. Along this narrow passage, which was called the Sharifs Way, we
 came upon a group of water buffalo herdsmen and went to their camp. By then
 we were very hungry. We had stopped there late in the afternoon, and our host
 had spread out a cloth on which to put our dinner, but evening soon came and
 there was no sign of food. After we had performed the evening prayer, we waited
 for dinner. It had still not come by the time we fell asleep. Our hunger had
 grown severe, but sleep ovcrcame us and we went to bed hungry. Shortly before
 dawn, our host began to call his water buffaloes from a spot nearby: "Blacky!,

 Spotty!, Come on!!",62 The water buffaloes heard him raise his voice and came
 to him out of the cane. Upon seeing this, I asked another man what our host
 wanted from the water buffaloes. He answered "He wants to milk them, let the
 milk cool off, and cook a dish for you with milk and rice." I said, "God in

 heaven help us!"63 Then sleep overcame me, and at dawn, he came with a large
 bowl and woke us. We could not see any sign of rice on the surface of the bowl,
 but when we reached in, submerging our hands up to the elbows, we happened

 59 The term nahr is used to designate the small rivers and canals which feed into
 the Tigris and the Euphrates. Nahr is also used in the names of villages along the
 banks of the Tigris or Euphrates which lie at the mouths of streams of the same
 name. Nahr 'Antar lies on the Euphrates about ten miles above the confluence of
 the Tigris and the Euphrates at Qurnah. Stephen Hemsley Longrigg, Four
 Centuries of Modern Iraq (Beirut: Librairie du Liban, 1968), 189.

 60 Later on in the text, Ni'mat Allah tells us that his brother died on the first of
 Sha'bin, 1079/ January 3, 1669. Ip. 3211 In the next paragraph, he tells us that
 Najm al-Din was the older of the two.

 61 It was not possible to locate this village exactly, but the Banui Asad are one
 of the prominent tribes of the region. A modem scholar reports that they now
 live in Huwayzah and other parts of al-Ahwaz. 'Ali Ni'mah al-Hulw, al-Ahwaz:
 qabd'iluhd wa usaruhd (Najaf: Matba'at al-Ghariyy, 1390/1970), 16-18.

 62 yti sabgha wa-yd qarha' hdy in the original text.
 63 lai ildha illa 'Llah. Literally "We belong to God, and unto Him we shall
 return." This common phrase, usually expressing the transience of human
 existence, and uttered upon hearing of a death or disaster, is used sarcastically
 here. The sense is, "If we don't die of starvation first!"
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 upon a few grains of rice at the very bottom. We drank the milk. What a long
 and miserable night! And oh how hungry we were, especially after we had drunk
 that milk! [305]

 After sunrise, we embarked and anived at al-Huwayzah. My brother had
 already found a place to stay as a guest of one of the important men in town, and

 was studying from al-Jami's CommentaryM4 with one of the local scholars. We
 attended lessons together and started reading some of Jkrabirdi's Commentary on

 The Satisfying Treatise.65 This teacher, may God have mercy on his soul,
 made us perform many chores. His name was Master Hasan Ibn Sabati. Master
 Hasan required that, whenever one of us went to the bank of the canal to answer
 the call of nature, he come back with two rocks or bricks from near the Turkish
 fortress. We often went back and forth to the bank many times during the course
 of a day, doing as he had said. When a large pile of rocks had been collected, he
 decided to enlarge his house--we were supposed to be the workers, of course. He
 requested this of us, and we built him all the rooms he wanted. Whenever we
 were about to return from a trip to the old section of al-Huwayzah with him, he
 would say, "Boys, are you going to leave empty-handed?" He would buy some
 old fish from the fish-sellers and other things, and tell us to carry them, and we
 would carry them on our heads, with their slime running down our faces. On the
 other hand, when we wanted to copy a gloss from his book, he would not permit
 us to do so; but sometimes we would take the book in secret and copy some
 glosses from it. This was how our teacher, may he rest in peace, treated us, but
 we were perfectly happy to serve him thus in return for his noble
 pronouncements in the lessons.66 Master Hasan, may he rest in peace, was very
 covetous of books, and after he passed away, his books ended up with his sons-
 in-law, who did not know their value. Such were our early (lays as students.

 With regard to food, I have already mentioned that we were staying with
 a local notable. Most of the time, we would stay at school to debate until noon.
 When we retumed to the man's house, we would find that his family had already
 eaten, and remain until night-time without eating. A friend of mine had taken

 64 That is, al-Jaimi's Commentary on al-Kafiyah. Mawland Nuir al-Din 'Abd al-
 Rahman al-Jamni (d. 898/1492), the famous Persian poet, spent most of his life in
 Herat and wrote several works on Arabic grammar and exegesis of the Koran. The
 commentary, entitled al-Fawd'id al-diya'iyyah or al-Fawa'id al-wafiyah bi-hall
 mushkilat al-Kdfiyah, is extant and has been published many times.
 Brockelmann, Geschichte, G II: 207; "Djami," s. v., E12.
 65 Al-Shafiyah. This work on morphology is, as mentioned above, the
 companion volume to al-Kafiyah, both being the works of the Egyptian scholar
 Ibn al-Hajib (d. 646/1249). Fakhr al-Din Ahmad ibn Hasan al-Jarabirdi (d.
 746/1313) was a Tabrizi scholar and a student of al-Baycdwi, the author of the
 well-known exegesis of the Koran. His commentary on al-Shaifiyah is extant, and
 has been published many times in Iran and India. Brockelmann, Geschichle, G II:
 193; S I: 536.

 66 In the text, li-barakdti anfdsihi 'sh-sharifah fi'd-dars, literally, "because of the
 blessings of his noble breaths in the lessons."
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 up gathering muskmelon and watermelon67 rinds from the ground and eating
 them with the dirt on them. He hid this from me out of shame and
 embarrassment, while I was doing the same. I paid him a visit one day and saw
 that he had gathered up his watermelon rinds and sat down at the doorstep, eating
 them with the dirt on them. Upon seeing this I laughed, and he asked "What's
 so funny?!" I replied, "It's just that I've been doing the same thing, yet each of
 us was hiding his sorry state from the other." "If that's what we've come to," he
 said, "then let us gather the rinds every day, wash them with water, and eat them
 together." We did so for quite a while. [306]

 During this time, we would read by moonlight. I had resolved to
 memorize the texts of our books, such as The Sufficient Treatise, The

 Satisfying Treatise, the One Thousand Verses of Ibn Milik,68 and other
 similar books. If the moon shone at night I would read, but if the nights were
 dark, I would recite the texts from memory so as not to forget them. I used to
 sit with the whole group of students, but pretend that I had a headache and hold
 my head between my knees, reciting the texts to myself. Thus was I at that
 time.

 This went on for a while, but then my father came from al-Jaza'ir. He
 told us that our mother wanted to see us, and took us back home. We stayed
 there for a few days, then returned to al-Huwayzah, where we met a man from al-
 Jaza'ir who was planning to travel to Shiraiz. My brother, as I write now
 deceased, took his books and belongings and left for Basrah, while I traveled
 along with the man to al-JazA'ir. It was the month of Ramadan, and I stayed
 with my family for four days. Then the man from al-Jaza'ir and I embarked on a
 boat heading for Basrah. I had embarked without informing my parents, and I
 thought that my father would come after me, so I told the boat owners I would
 strip, get in the water, and hold onto the rudder while the ship was moving along

 so that no one would see me.69 When I was sure that no one would come after

 67 Dr. Ahmad al-Matouq and Dr. Salah Rifat have informed me that raqqi,
 pronounced raggi, is the word for watermclon in Iraqi colloquial Arabic. In Iraq,
 ballikh denotes a number of different kinds of melon, including muskmelon and
 honeydew melon.

 68 Alfiyyat Ibn Malik, perhaps the most famous book on Arabic syntax. Its
 author, Jamal al-Din Muhammad ibn 'Ali al-Ta'i al-Jayyani (d. 672/1274), was a
 native of Spain who settled in Damascus and became a leading grammarian. The
 Alfiyyah, as the name indicates, is work of a thousand verses explaining the rules
 of Arabic syntax. Still used in most Arab countries, it is the third of the four
 main text-books used today for the study of Arabic syntax in the Shi'i center of
 education in Najaf, the four being al-Ajramiyyah, Qatr al-nada, Alfiyyai Ibn Mdlik,
 and Mughni al-labib.

 69 According to Islamic law, both Sunni and Shi'i, it is permissible for a minor
 to leave home without parental consent in order to study if there are not any
 qualified scholars in his native region. In contrast, a minor may not perform the

 pilgrimage to Mecca without his parents' permission. The precedence given to
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 me, I got back in the boat. Along the way, we saw a group of people on the
 bank, while we were in the middle of the canal. One man in the boat yelled to
 them, "Are you Shi'is or Sunnis?"

 "We are Sunnis," they replied.

 Upon which he yelled, "God damn So-and-so and Abii Zaynab and So-
 and-so! Did you know that Abu Zaynab, 'Umar, Abui Bakr, and 'Uthman were

 all buggered?! Did you know that 'Umar was a faggot?!"70

 They insulted and cursed us vehemently, and everyone on the boat
 yelled back at them. The boat continued down stream, while the group on the
 bank walked alongside, pelting us with stones. This scene lasted for about half a

 day. We arrived in Basrah. Husayn Pasha7' was the Sultan of Basrah at the
 time. My brother and I stayed there a short while studying wiLh a learned
 teacher, one of the famous Sayyids.

 Our father, having followed us, came to take us back to al-Jaza'ir. We
 pretended that we wanted to comply with his wishes, [307] but went and paid
 for a place on a boat without informing him. We embarked and left for Shiraz.

 We disembarked at Bandar Hammad,72 an(d my brother and I rented one donkey

 learning is to ensure that there be enough scholars of the religious law to guide
 the Muslim community, thus fulfilling a collective duty (fard kifayah).
 70 Abfi Bakr, 'Umar, and 'Uthman were the first three caliphs, who assumed the
 leadership of the Muslim community after the death of the Prophet Muhammad.
 The Shi'is charge them with usurping the legal right of 'Ali, who they felt should
 have succeeded the Prophet. For this and for having opposed the Shi'is, these
 three caliphs and many other Companions, who are exLremely revered by the
 Sunnis, have become the targets of Shi'i curses. During the Safavid period, when
 the government was trying to establish Shi'ism as the religon of the Empire,
 these curses became one of the most important public manifestations of
 orthodoxy. It is very likely that the insults tra(ded here were not merely the result
 of enmity between two local groups in souithern Iraq; the Safavid Shahs had turned
 cursing into a public issue of immense proportion. There is no doubt that Shah
 'Abbas' campaigns in Iraq, which resulted in the Safavid annexation of the region
 for the period 1033-48/1623-38, had strained relations between the sects in the
 region.

 71 Husayn Pasha was the ruler of Basrah from ca. 1060/1650 until he was
 replaced in 1079/1668 with the Ottoman governor Yahya Pasha. Husayn Pasha's
 grandfather, AfrAsiyab, had taken over the government of Basrah in ca. 1021/1612
 and established hereditary rule with nominal Ottoman suzerainty. The title Pasha
 indicates that the Ottomans considered him one of their governors. However, the
 text uses the word Sultdn to refer to him, and Longrigg calls Afrasiyab and his
 descendants the "Princes of Basrah." Joseph Hammer-Purgstall, Geschichte des
 osmanischen reiches, 10 vols. (Graz: Academische Druck und Verlagsanhalt,
 1963), 6: 185-87; Longrigg, Four Centuries of Modern Iraq, 99-117.
 72 Apparently a port on the Persian Culf, ncar Shiraz, possibly that now known
 as Bandar-e Rig.
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 for the both of us because we had very little money at hand. The road to Shiraz
 was very difficult, especially the part through the mountains. I was barefoot all
 the while we crossed the mountains, and I was then only about eleven years old.
 We arrived In Shiraz at the time of morning prayer, and went to the house of the
 man with whom we were traveling. It was very far from the Mansulriyyah
 College, where we intended to stay because one of our relatives was living

 there.73 The man told us to follow the road and ask for directions by saying
 "Mansuriyyah College mikhahim," which in Persian means "we want." I
 memorized one part of the phrase and my brother the other, so that when we
 asked directions, one of us said "Mansiriyyah College," and the other said
 "mikhahim." We arrived at the College and I sat and waited at the door while
 my brother went inside. All of the students who saw me as they were coming
 out of the College felt sorry for me because of my miserable state and my
 evident exhaustion.

 We found our cousin74 and stayed with him in his room. The next

 day, we went to visit a great scholar, Master al-Bahrani.75 He was teaching

 from the Commentary on the One Thousand Verses of Ibn Mdlik.76 We
 greeted him and he ordered us to sit. When he finished the lesson, he asked us
 where we had come from, and we recounted our story to him. We all stood up,
 and he took me behind the main pillar of the mosque. He grabbed my ear, gave
 it a good twist, and said, "Listen here, son! If you don't think yourself an Arab
 chieftain and yeam for power and status, and in doing so waste your time, you

 may become a scholar."77 I followed his advice and secluded myself from

 73 Muhsin al-Amin informs us that this was his cousin (father's brother's son:
 ibn 'amm) 'Aziz Allah ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib. A'ytin al-shi'ah, 10: 226.

 74 The text has "our friend" (,sadiqanci), but this is obviously their cousin 'Aziz
 Allah, mentioned above.

 75 As we find out below, this is al-Shaykh Ja'far ibn Kamal al-Din al-Bahrani,
 d. 1088/1677-78 or 1091/1680-81. Mulisin al-Amin, A'yan al-shi'ah, 4: 136-38.

 76 Ni'mat Allah does not specify which commentary this is. There are a large
 number of commentaries on Alfiyyal Ibn MWUik, but the commentary mentioned
 here is probably one of the following three most popular: the commentary of Ibn
 Malik's son, Badr al-Din Muhammad (d. 686/1287), usually referred to as The
 Commentary of the Composer's Son (Sharh Ibn al-nazim), the commentary of Ibn
 'Aqil (d. 769/1367), or the commentary of Jalal al-Din al-Suy0ti (d. 911/1505).
 See H. Fleisch, "Ibn Malik" s.v., E12.

 77 Here, al-Bahrani is not only reprimanding Ni'mat Allah for running away at
 such an early age and warning him to pursue his studies earnestly, but is also
 referring sarcastically to Ni'mat Allah's origins. Al-Jaza'ir and its neighboring
 regions were populated by numerous Arab tribes, including the Banfu Ka'b and
 Banu Lam, who were a constant source of unrest and participated in numbers of
 battles during this period. Qadi Nur Allah al-Shfishtari (d. 1019/1610) reports that
 the inhabitants of al-Jaza'ir were courageous and bellicose, and blames the fall of
 the region to the Ottomans on their intertribal disputes. See Majalis al-Mu'minin,
 2 vols. (Tehran: Chap-khaneh-yi lslamiyyah, 1956), 2: 68-69; 'Ali Ni'mah al-
 Hulw, al-Ahwaiz. qaba'iluha wa usaruhi (Najaf: Matba'at al-Ghariyy, 1390/1970).
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 friends and loved ones when I was studying. He took us to the director78 of the
 College, who assigned to us a small stipend, which could not possibly have
 been enough under any circumstances. Then we began our lessons with this
 professor and others.

 After a short time had passed, my brother and my cousin79 told me that
 we had to return to al-Jaza'ir because our stipend was running out. I told them
 that I could work as a copyist in my spare time, so I worked to pay for my food,
 paper, and other expenses. I would also copy over four of my lessons, write
 glosses on them, and correct them by myself. [308] In the summertime, when
 it was hot and the other students went up to the roof of the College, I would
 shut the door of my room and engage in reading, writing notes, or correcting my
 lesson until the muezzin called that it was nearly dawn. Then I would put my
 head down on top of my books and sleep for only a short time. When moming
 came, I would teach until noon; and when the muezzin called, I would go to the
 lessons which I was studying. Sometimes I would get a piece of bread from the
 baker's shop on the way and eat it as I walked, but usually I did not, and would
 remain until night time without having eaten. Most of the time, when night
 came, I would not know whether I had eaten anything that day; but when I
 thought about it, I would realize that I had eaten nothing at all. A time came
 when I did not have any lamp tallow for studying at night, so I took a room
 which was high up and lodged there. It had many doors, and when the moon
 shone, I would open my book to study. As the moon revolved around the
 heavens, I opened the doors one at a time. I did this for lwo years; my eyesight
 became weak as a result, and has remained so until the present time.

 During the winter, I used to write the glosses for one of my lessons
 after morning prayer. The blood would run from my hand without my even
 noticing it, so severe was the cold. This continued for three entire years. I
 started to write The Clever Student's Key: A Commentary on "The
 Compendium"80 on syntax, the text of which was a work by Baha al-Din
 Muhammad,81 the great Shi'i scholar, may God have mercy on him. During
 that time, I wrote a commentary on 7he Sufficient TRreatise. I studied the

 78 mutawalli. See Makdisi, The Rise of the Colleges, 44-55.
 79 Again, the text reads "my friend" (.sadiqi) in reference to Ni'mat Allah's
 cousin.

 80 Miftdh al-labib 'ala sharh al-tahdhib in the text.

 81 Baha' al-Din Muhammad al-'Amili (d. 1030/1621) was the leading scholar of
 the Safavid Empire during the reign of Shah 'Abbas 1 (996/1587-1038/1629). He
 held the post of shaykh al-islam of the capital, Isfahan, and was an important
 figure at court. A native of Jabal 'Amil in southern Lebanon, he came to Iran as a
 child with his father Husayn ibn 'Abd al-Samad al-'Amili, who became an
 important scholar under Shah Tahmasb. The text mentioned here is his Tahdhib
 al-nahw (The Compendium of Syntax), a work on Arabic grammar. See Agha
 Buzurg al-Tihrani, al-Dhari'ah ila tasdnif al-shi'ah, 25 vols. (Tehran: al-Maktabah
 al-Islamiyyah, 1948-78), 13: 165.
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 Arabic sciences under a scholar from Baghdad, dogma82 with a great scholar

 from al-Ahsa',83 logic and philosophy with the eminent scholars Shah Abu al-

 Wall84 and Mirza Ibr5him,85 and recitation of the Koran with a scholar from

 Bahrayn.86 All of us studied under the eminent professor Master Ja'far of

 Bahrayn. I followed his lesson listening to the recitation of other students.87
 When we entered the professor's presence, he would ask whoever had arrived first
 to read until the student supposed to recite came. He encouraged us to study on
 our own, and to grasp the meaning of the lessons through our own reading. He
 told us that the purpose of the professor was to bring good fortune and blessings,
 but otherwise a solid understanding of the lesson and thorough grasp of its
 meaning could only be achieved through close reading on the part of the student.

 It happened that news arrived of the demise of a number of our
 relatives. That day we stayed in to [309] mourn them, and did not go to the
 lesson. Our professor asked about us, and someone told him that we were in
 mourning. The next day we went tO our lesson, but the professor was not
 willing to teach us. He said, "May God's curse be upon my father and my
 mother if I ever teach you again! How is it that you did not come to the lesson
 yesterday?!" We told him why we ha(d not come, and he said that we should have
 come to the lesson all the same, and after we had read it, we could have gone to
 mourn our relatives. "What if you get news that your father has also died? Will
 you not come to the lesson then?" We swore to him that we would not miss
 our lesson one day no matter what befell us, and after a while he agreed to teach
 us again.

 82 usail in the text. Probably usul al-din, or dogma.
 83 Probably al-Sayyid Hashim al-Ahsa'i, who taught at the Prince Muhammad
 College in Shiraz. Al-Anwar al-Nu'mdniyyah, 2: 7.

 84 Abfi al-Wali al-Husayni al-Shirazi was from the family of Shahi sayyids of
 Shiraz, and appears to have spent his entire career there. Muhsin al-Amin, A'yan
 al-shi'ah, 2: 443.

 85 Mirza Ibrihim al-Shlrdizi was the son of the famous philosopher, Muhammad
 Sadr al-Din, known as Mulla Sadra (d. 1050/1640). Ibrahim taught in Shiraz and
 specialized in mathematics, logic, and philosophy. He died between 1070/1659

 and 1079/1669. Muhsin al-Amin, A 'yan al-shi'ah, 2: 202-3.

 86 Probably $alih ibn 'Abd al-Karim al-Bahrani, d. 1098/1686-87. Muhsin al-
 Amin, A'ydn al-shi'ah, 7: 368.

 87 In the traditional educational system, in subjects including hadith, the
 Koranic sciences, and law, certain students would be designated to read the text, or
 preferably, to recite it from memory, while the professor listened to the recitation
 and corrected it as needed. The other students in the class would follow the text

 being recited. For the technical uses of the verb qara'a in medieval Islamic
 education, see Makdisi, The Rise of Colleges, 141-43.
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 It happened that while we were studying jurisprudence88 with him from

 al-'Amidi's commentary,89 we came upon a very difficult question, so he told
 us--we were a group--"Study this passage tonight, and when you come
 tomorrow, whoever has understood it correctly will get a ride on the back of his
 classmate, who will carry him from here ... to there ...." We came the next
 morning, and after my classmates had explained the problem, Lhe teacher told me
 to speak my piece, so I spoke. He said, "That is the correct answer, and
 everything the others have said is wrong." He told me to dictate to him the
 explanation which had occurred to me so that he could write it as a gloss to his
 book. I dictated and he wrote. When he finished, he said, "Ride on the backs of
 your classmates, one by one, from here to therc," and they carried me. This is
 what our professor was like. That very day, he took me with him to his house
 and told me, "This is my daughter. I want to marry you to her, Almighty God
 willing, when you become an accomplished scholar." As it happened, he
 travelled to India and became a lead(iing authority in HaydarAbAd.90

 I asked him once about the Korainic exegesis of Master 'Abd 'Ali of

 kluwayzah,91 which hc had written using only oral traditions of the Imams.92

 88 usul al-fiqh, i.e., jurisprudence, or legal thcory and nmethodology. See
 Makdisi, The Rise of the Colleges, 76.

 89 Al-'Amidi was the sobriquet of 'Amid al-Din 'Abd al-Muttalib al-Hilli (d.
 754/1353), the nephew of the renowned Shi'i scholar Jamial al-Din Hasan ibn
 Yisuf al-Hilli (d. 726/1325), known as Ibn al-Muttalahar or al-'Allamah. The
 commentary mentioned here is Sharh al-lahdhib, on one of his uncle's major
 works, Tahdhib al-usul, whichl was a standard text of usdl al-fiqh during this
 period. Khwansari, Rawdat al-janndl fi ahwal al-'ularna' wa al-saddt, 8 vols.
 (Tehran: al-Matba'ah al-Haydariyyah, 1970) 4: 264-68; Hossein Modarressi
 Tabdtabd'i, An Introduction to Shi'i Law: a Bibliographical Study (London: Ithaca
 Press, 1984), 8 n. 5.

 90 Haydarabad was the capital of the Qutbshaihi king(lom in the Deccan in
 southern India. The QutbshAhs, themselves Shi'is, were generous patrons of Shi'i
 scholars, and many scholars were enticed to leave the Safavid Empire to go to the
 QutbshThi court. Yuisuf al-Bahr5ni relates the following story about this scholar:

 "My father related to me that [al-Shaykh Ja'far and al-Shaykh Salih ibn
 'Abd al-Karim al-KurzukaniJ left Bahrayn becauise of financial hardships and went
 to Shiraz. They stayed there a while--Shiraz was filled with learned men and
 notables at the time. Then they made a pact that onc of them woukl go to India
 while the other remained in the lan(d of the Persians, and whoever became wealthy
 the first would help the other. Al-Shaykh Ja'far travelled to India and settled in
 Haydarabad, and al-Shaykh Salih stayed in Shiratz." Lu'lu'az ol-Bahrayn, 70.
 91 'Abd 'Ali ibn Jum'ah al-'Ardsi al-Huwayz-1 spent most of his career teaching
 in Shiraz, and though it is not clear here, he was one of Ni'mat Allah's teachers
 there. His Koranic exegesis, entitled Nitr al-thaqalayn, has been published.
 Brockelmann reports that he completed the work in Shiraz in 1065/1655. Ni'mat
 Allah was in Shiraz during the years 1061-70/1651-60, and thereforc would have
 been there when his teacher completed Nur al-thaqalayn. Khwdnsiri, Rawddt al-
 jannat, 4: 213-18; Brockelmann, Geschichte, G.Il: 412.
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 He told me, "As long as Master 'Abd 'Al is alive, his Koranic exegesis isn't
 worth a penny, but once he dies, I will be the first to copy it in gold ink."

 You see onc man, out of baseness or avarice, deny the merits
 of another; but when the latter has passed away, the former will yearn for a rare
 anecdote to write on his authority in gold ink. In the same vein, it is said that a
 scholar in Isfahan wrote a book, but it did not become famous, and no one made
 copies of it. Another scholar asked him why his book had not become famous,
 and he replied that it had an enemy. "When that enemy dies, my book will
 become famous," he said.

 "Who is that?", asked the other scholar.

 "It is 1," he replied, and he spoke the truth.

 I stayed in Shiraz for about nine years, during which only God knows
 how much I was afflicted with hunger and weariness. I recall that once I had
 spent all of Wedncsday [310] and Thursday without having anything to eat or
 drink except water. When Thursday night came, I felt the world go black and
 spin around me. I went to the dome of Sayyid Ahmad, son of the Imam Mfusa

 al-Kazim,93 peace be upon him, approached his tomb, and stayed standing next
 to it. I told him "I am your guest." All of a sudden, a Sayyid gave me food for
 the night without my having asked for it, and I praised God and thanked the

 Sayyid.94 Despite my diligence and application in my studies, I would often
 [311] go for walks in parks and beautiful places with my fellow students and
 our professors. When someone f;amous came to visit, we would go to the parks
 and stay there for as long as a week or morc. Nevertheless, I never neglected my
 studies. God granted me rcspectable, virtuous, leamed classmates in Shiraz, and
 they were close to me in age.

 Among the ways I prepared for my lessons was to stay overnight to
 study at the house of a friend of mine who lived on the outskirts of Shiraz. I did
 this in order to save lamp oil. However, I had to teach a lesson by lamp light
 early in the morning in the congregational mosque on the other side of the city.
 Carrying a staff, I would leave his house when it was still long before light.
 Between his house and the mosque, there were many markets, and late at night,
 there were no lamps in any of them; they were all as black as pitch. The
 greatest misery, however, was that at every grocer's shop, there would be a dog
 nearly the size of a calf standing guard. I would make the long journey by
 myself, and whenever I arrived at a market, I would cling to the wall in order to

 92 hadith in the text.
 93 The seventh Imam of the Twelver Shi'is.
 94 It is not at all strange that a Sayyid should give him food without his
 asking. In Iranian tradition, Sayyids are entitled to receive alms and then re-
 distribute it to the needy. They often do so by handing out food or money at
 mosques and shrines.
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 find my way. When I came to a grocer's shop, I would begin reciting poetry out
 loud, so that the dog would think that I was a group of passers-by, rather than a
 thief. At every grocer's shop I would outwit the dog in some manner to get
 safely by him. I did this for a short time.

 I lodged in an upper room in the Mans6riyyah College, and I did not
 like anyone to visit me or even walk by the room. In those days, I used to love
 seclusion and solitude.

 Then my father and mother wrote to me and insisted that I come home
 to al-Jaza'ir. I went home with my brother the year of the last flood in al-

 Jaza'ir--the first one was actually a series of floods.95 When we reached home,
 our family [312] celebrated our arrival, especially since everyone else who had
 left the region had returned without any learning. My mother said that we had to

 marry to make her happy, but I replied that the sciences of tradition96 and law97
 remained for us to study. She insisted that we should marry. The reason for her
 doing so was that if we got married, we would have to stay at home with her.
 We obeyed her and got married, but wc stayed in al-Jaz&'ir for only about twenty
 days after the marriage. I had been to visit a scholar in a village called Nahr S
 alih, and we had sat together, discussing the rational sciences. He said, "What a
 shame that you will never learn the science of Prophetic tradition." I asked,
 "What do you mean, I will never learn it?" He said, "You know what they say:

 'Sex puts an end to learning."'98 This made me burn with resentment, so I told
 him, "By God, Master, I will not return to my wife,99 and when I leave your
 presence I will go straight to Shiraz." He Lhought this unlikely, but I left him,

 embarked on a boat, and went to Qfirnah.100 The Sultan of Basrahl0' was
 there, and he took me with him to the desert on an outing. When we returned, I
 went to Basrah. I found out that my father had come after me, so I embarked on

 95 This sentence is somewhat unclear, and Tunkabuni omits it in his Persian
 translation. Mirza Muhammad Tunkabuni, Qisas al-'ulamd' (Shiraz: Intishardt-i
 'ilmiyyah-yi islamiyyah, 1964), 444. The text reads li'anna 'l-mawja 'I-awwala
 mawjun 'awwdd, meaning, roughly, "because the first flood was one which kept
 returning."

 96 hadith in the text. The oral traditions of the lProphet Muhammad and the
 Imiams.

 9 7 fiqh in the text.
 98 dhubiha 'l-'ilmu fi furuji 'n-nisd'. LiLTerally, "Learning has been slaughtered
 in women's vaginas."

 99 In the original text ahli, literally "my family, my people." Here it is used as
 a euphemism for wife. This and other cuphemisms such as ahl bayl, "the people
 of one's house," are often used for the more explicit zawjah or mar'ah. Ahl is used
 this way in the Koranic injunction, u'mur ahlaka bi's-saldi "Command your wife
 to pray. . ." Surah 20 (Taha, Meccan), ayah 132.

 100 An Ottoman fortress situated at the confluence of the Tigris and the
 Euphrates, about 40 miles north of Basrah.

 101 Husayn Pasha, mentioned earlier.
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 another boat heading for Shiraz. I arrived at the College. My brother soon
 followed and we lodged in the College itself. News came of the passing of our
 father, may God have mercy on his soul, and we stayed in Shiraz no more than a
 month after this.

 Then the Mansiiriyyah College burned, and one of the students died in
 the fire. Some books of mine also burned. We made some hasty preparations
 and left for Isfahan in a large group. On the way such cold befell us that we
 were certain we would die, but God granted us a safe arrival. We stayed in a

 college with only four rooms in Sar Nim Avard.102 Our entire group stayed in
 one room. When we were sleeping in this room, and one of us had to get up to
 answer the call of nature, we were all awakened. In addition, our funds had
 dwindled, so we sold our clothes and other things, and ate only salty or heavy
 foods so that we would drink a lot of water. Then, God granted me an
 introduction to my professor al-Majlisi, may God prolong the days of his

 health.103 He took me to his house, and I lived there for about four years. I
 introduced my fellow students to him and he provided them with means of
 subsistence. We studied hadith under him. [313]

 Then a man named Mirz5 Taqiyy built a college, sent for me, and

 appointed me professor therc.104 The college is near the Bathhouse of Shaykh
 Baha' al-Din Muhammad, may God have mercy on his soul.105 I stayed in
 Isfahan, studying and teaching, for about eight years. Then I was afflicted with
 weak eyesight from reading so much. There were a number of eye doctors in

 102 This collegc still stands. It is located in an area of Isfahan's Bazaar called
 Nim avard or Nam 5vard. The word Sar "head" in the name of the College
 possibly indicates that it lies at the entrance to this area, or at its highest point.
 Inscriptions on the building state that it was built in 1117/1705-6 by Zaynab
 Begum, the wife of Hakim al-Mulk Ardestani, but that must have been a
 renovation. Hunarfar reports that some scholars believe it dates from the reign of
 the Safavid Shah SulaymAn (1077-1105/1666-94). See Lutf Allah Hunarfar,
 Ganjinah-yi asdr-i tdrikhi-yi I.fahan (Isfahan, 1344 sh.), 679-82.

 103 Muhammad Biaqir al-Majlisi (d. 1111/1699) was the leading scholar of his
 day in Isfahan, and a vcry powerful figure in Safavid politics during the reigns of
 Shah Sulayman and Shah Sultan Husayn (1105-35/1694-1722). He concentrated

 on the study of Shi'i hadith, and was compiling his monumental work, Bihar al-
 anwar, during the time Ni'mat Allah was in Isfahan. See "Madjlisi, Mulla
 Muhammad Baqir" s. v., El2.

 104 This college, though it still stands, has ceased to be used as a college and is
 now a private home. An I'ersian inscription remains, the last line of which
 contains a chronogram of tlhree words (madrasah, tayyibah, khalisiyyah) giving
 the date when it was built as 1071/1660-61. The founder was Mirza Taqiyy ibn

 Muhammad Baqir Dawlat5ib5di. Hunarfar, Ganjinah-yi asCir-i tdrikhi-yi I.sfahan,
 608-10; Abui al-Q5sim Mihrabani, Ascir-i milli-yi lsfahan (Tehran, 1352 sh.), 41-
 42.

 105 On the Bathhouse of Shaykh Baha'i, see Hunarfar, Ganjinah-yi dsdr-i
 tdrikhi-yi l'fahn, 620; Mihrabani, Asar-i milli-yi Isfahan, 397 n. 1, 407.
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 Isfahan, and they treated my eyes with everything they could think of, but I
 found no result from their medicine except increased pain. I said to myself that I
 knew the cure better than they did, so I told my brother, may he rest in peace,
 that I wanted to travel to the Holy Shrines in Iraq. He said he would come with
 me. We left on the Isfahan road, and on the way we passed Kirmnnshah.106 We
 left one stage heading for the stage called al-Har-uniyyah, which Harun al-Rashid,

 Almighty God damn him, had built.107 After ascending into the mountains, we
 were beset by such rain and fierce, cold wind that our feet started to slip on the
 rocks and we could not keep steady on our horses. I began to recite the Verse of

 the Throne.108 Every single member of our party fell from his horse, but I, by
 the grace of God, reached the stage safe and sound. When we arrived there, we
 found a small caravansary with a courtyard. It did not have any rooms, only
 stables for the animals and their trappings. We brought our books and
 belongings into one of the stables and placed them on top of its ledge. There
 happened to be a lot of manure in these stables, and someone who frequented
 them had set fire to the manure in order to burn it. The stables were filled with
 choking smoke. Then it began to rain, so that we were caught between the rain
 and the smoke. We held our noses, and when it became difficult to breathe, we
 would go out of the stable into the courtyard, breathe a litle, then return. We
 spent the entire night standing, doing nothing except going out to breathe. Oh
 my brothers! What a long night it was! When morning came and the sun rose,
 we went out into the courtyard. The local villagers came to sell bread and other
 things to us; a village woman appeared who had a long beard, one half of which
 was white and the other black, and we marvelled at her.

 Later, we arrived at Ba'qUibd]09 and entrusted our books and belongings

 to the leaders of the party, and we went wiLh a small group to SAmarrW.I 10

 106About 300 miles northwest of Isfahan, now about 80 miles from the Iraqi
 border.

 107 The 'Abbasid Caliph HirCin al-Rashid is anathema to thc Shi'is, who hold
 him responsible for the poisoning of Rida, the eighth lmanm, in addition to the
 murder and torture of Shi'is and other nefarious acts. Muhsin al-Amin, A'yCn al-
 shi'ah, 2: 30-31. Al-Harfiniyyah is a town in the region of Baghdad which Harun
 built on the Khurasan road. It lies near ShahrTAhn, and had a bridge called al-
 qantarah al-Haraniyyah. Abu 'Abd Allah Yaqat al-lHamawi, Mu'jam al-bulddn, 6
 vols., ed. Ferdinand Wilstenfeld (Leipzig, 1867), 4: 946.

 108 ayat al-kursiyy. This verse, ayah 255 in s.irat al-baqarah, the second surah
 of the Koran, is often recited for protection in times of danger.

 109 Ba'qfiba is a town in Iraq, west of the Tigris, about 30 miles northeast of
 Baghdad, and 60 miles south-east of Samarra'. Ni'mat Allah and this small party
 were evidently travelling with a merchant caravan headed for Baghdad. Since they
 were making a side-trip to Samarra', they left their belongings with the caravan,
 intending to pick them up later on in Baghdad.

 110 Surra man ra'a in the text, meaning "He who sees it is gladdened," is
 probably an Arabic folk etymology for the original Persian name of Samarra', and
 appeared on the coins of the Abbasid Caliphs. Samarra' is a town on the Tigris,
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